
Earn Bitcoin While Shopping Online: The 
Best Cashback Apps

With the growing popularity of Bitcoin, many people are looking for innovative ways to earn this 
digital currency without the need for complex mining or trading activities. One of the easiest and 
most convenient methods is through cashback apps that reward you with Bitcoin for your 
everyday online shopping. In this blog, we'll explore how you can earn Bitcoin while shopping 
online and highlight the best cashback apps available.

Understanding Bitcoin Cashback Apps
Bitcoin cashback apps are platforms that offer cryptocurrency rewards when you make 
purchases through their partner retailers. These apps function similarly to traditional cashback 
programs but instead of earning points or cash, you receive Bitcoin. This allows you to 
accumulate cryptocurrency passively while you shop for the things you need.

Benefits of Using Bitcoin Cashback Apps
1. Easy to Use: Most Bitcoin cashback apps are straightforward and user-friendly, 

requiring minimal setup and effort.
2. No Extra Cost: You earn Bitcoin at no additional cost while buying products you already 

need.
3. Diversification: Earning Bitcoin as cashback allows you to diversify your investment 

portfolio without direct purchasing.
4. Security: Reputable apps ensure your earned Bitcoin is securely transferred to your 

wallet.

Top Bitcoin Cashback Apps

https://freebitco.in/


1. Lolli

Lolli is a popular Bitcoin cashback app that partners with over 1,000 online retailers, including 
big names like Walmart, Nike, and Booking.com. Users can earn up to 30% back in Bitcoin on 
their purchases. The process is simple: install the Lolli browser extension, shop as usual, and 
receive Bitcoin rewards in your Lolli wallet.

2. Fold

Fold offers Bitcoin rewards for shopping at major retailers like Amazon, Starbucks, and Uber. 
The app also provides a Bitcoin rewards debit card that lets you earn Bitcoin on every purchase. 
Fold gamifies the earning experience by allowing users to spin a wheel for additional rewards, 
adding an element of fun to everyday spending.

3. Pei

Pei is a cashback app that offers Bitcoin rewards for shopping at thousands of physical and 
online stores. Unlike other apps, Pei automatically links to your credit or debit card, so you earn 
rewards effortlessly. The app also provides cash-out options in Bitcoin or traditional currency.

4. StormX

StormX enables users to earn Bitcoin cashback from a wide range of global retailers, including 
Samsung, eBay, and Nike. By installing the StormX Chrome extension or using their mobile app, 
you can start earning Bitcoin with every purchase. StormX also offers a membership program 
that increases your cashback rate.

5. Crypto.com

Crypto.com is more than just a cashback app; it's a comprehensive cryptocurrency platform. 
Their Visa card offers up to 8% cashback in Bitcoin on all purchases. Additionally, Crypto.com 
provides various other services, including trading, staking, and interest-earning accounts.

How to Get Started
1. Choose an App: Select a Bitcoin cashback app that suits your shopping habits and 

preferences.
2. Sign Up: Register and set up your account on the chosen app.
3. Link Accounts: Link your credit or debit card (if required) and install any necessary 

browser extensions.
4. Shop: Start shopping through the app or extension to earn Bitcoin on your purchases.
5. Withdraw: Accumulate Bitcoin in your app wallet and transfer it to your secure Bitcoin 

wallet.



Tips for Maximizing Bitcoin Cashback
● Regularly Check Offers: Cashback rates and offers can change frequently. Regularly 

check the app for the best deals.
● Combine Rewards: Use the Bitcoin cashback app in conjunction with other rewards 

programs to maximize your earnings.
● Stay Secure: Ensure you use strong passwords and enable two-factor authentication on 

your accounts.

Conclusion
Earning Bitcoin while shopping online is a convenient and effortless way to accumulate 
cryptocurrency. By using the best Bitcoin cashback apps like Lolli, Fold, Pei, StormX, and 
Crypto.com, you can turn your everyday purchases into a valuable investment. Start using these 
apps today and watch your Bitcoin grow with each transaction.

FAQs

1. How do Bitcoin cashback apps work?

Bitcoin cashback apps partner with retailers to offer cryptocurrency rewards for purchases made 
through their platforms. Users earn Bitcoin as a percentage of their spending.

2. Are Bitcoin cashback apps safe to use?

Yes, reputable Bitcoin cashback apps implement strong security measures to protect user data 
and funds. Always choose well-reviewed and trusted apps.

3. Can I use multiple cashback apps simultaneously?

Yes, you can use multiple cashback apps to maximize your earnings. However, some apps may 
have specific terms and conditions regarding concurrent use. Always read the app guidelines 
carefully.


